Physical modelling of the response of reef islands to sea-level rise
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ABSTRACT

Sea-level rise and increased storminess are expected to destabilise low-lying reef islands formed on coral reef platforms and increased flooding is expected to render them uninhabitable within the coming decades. Such projections are founded on the assumption that islands are geologically static landforms that will simply drown as sea-level rises. Here we present evidence from physical model experiments of a reef island that demonstrates islands have the capability to morphodynamically respond to rising sea level through island accretion. Challenging outputs from existing models based on the assumption that islands are geomorphologically inert, results demonstrate that islands not only move laterally on reef platforms, but overwash processes provide a mechanism to build and maintain the freeboard of islands above sea level. Implications of island building are profound as it will offset existing scenarios of dramatic increases in island flooding. Future predictive models must include the morphodynamic behaviour of islands to better resolve flood impacts and future island vulnerability.

INTRODUCTION
Sea-level rise (SLR) and increasing storm magnitude are major threats to the future existence of atoll nations (Cazenave and Le Cozannet, 2014; Dickinson, 2009; Nurse et al., 2014; Storlazzi et al., 2018). Located in remote mid-ocean settings, low-lying coral reef islands provide the only habitable land in atoll archipelagos of Kiribati, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Tokelau and Tuvalu. Comprised of the skeletal remains of reef dwelling organisms, islands are constructed on reef surfaces by wave and current processes (Gourlay, 1988). SLR projections of 0.5 to 2.0 m over the 21st century (Deconto and Pollard, 2016) and potential changing wave regimes (Nurse et al., 2014) are expected to have profound impacts on islands, including: (1) physical destabilization and erosion through increased wave attack (Dickinson, 2009), (2) an increase in the frequency and magnitude of wave-driven flooding (Quataert et al., 2015; Storlazzi et al., 2018) and (3) saltwater intrusion of fresh groundwater reserves (Connell, 2015; Marotzke et al., 2017).

To date, assertions of island vulnerability and loss of islands, and attempts to model flooding impacts, are founded on assumptions that the physical structure of islands is inert and nonresponsive to changing environmental conditions (Dickinson, 2009; Quataert et al., 2015; Storlazzi et al., 2018). However, recent studies demonstrate that islands are physically dynamic landforms that are in continual adjustment to shifts in sea level and wave regimes that drive changes in the planform configuration (area, shape and position) of islands on reef surfaces, across a range of timescales (Duvat and Pillet, 2017; Ford and Kench, 2016; Dawson and Smithers, 2010). At multi-decadal timescales these studies also show a prevalence of island expansion among island archipelagoes (Duvat, 2018). However, such planform adjustments arguably do little to increase the resilience of islands to rising sea-levels and increased storm flooding, unless processes are also able to modify island elevation (Storlazzi et al., 2018). To date, future changes in island
topography (elevation) have been poorly resolved and remain a fundamental gap in
studies of island vulnerability. Resolving future changes in island elevation, particularly
the level of the seaward ridge, above sea level is critical, because it is this level that
controls the frequency and magnitude of ocean wave-driven overwash and island
flooding, and consequently future flood risk to island communities (Beetham et al., 2017;
Ferrario et al., 2015).

This study develops a physical modelling approach to explore island change and
presents the first experimental observations of the morphological dynamics of an island
under increasing sea level (0.5 m, 1.0 m) and energetic wave conditions (3 m and 4 m).
Experiments identify the modes and magnitude of change in island morphology, which
provide new insights into future island change.

METHODS

Physical modelling experiments were undertaken in a wave flume (length: 20 m,
width: 0.6 m, depth: 1 m) at the COAST (Coastal Ocean and Sediment Transport) Lab
(Plymouth University, UK). The laboratory reef platform and island were constructed to
a 1:50 scale, corresponding to a Froude scaling of 1:1, representing the balance between
inertial and gravitational forces and hydrodynamic similitude. Fatato Island, a gravel
‘motu’ located on the south-eastern rim of Funafuti Atoll, Tuvalu, was chosen as the
prototype island as detailed field investigations of island morphology, sediment
properties and wave boundary conditions were available to guide model construction and
laboratory experiments (DRI Appendix 1).

The reef platform and island morphology were based on topographic surveys of
Fatato Island (DRI Fig.1). A horizontal reef platform (8 m x 0.6 m) was located 0.47 m
above the flume floor, providing a 1:2.3 forereef and back reef slope measuring 1.13 m long. The oceanward reef crest was located 9 m from the face of the wave paddle and 2.4 m from the reef crest. The effects of rugosity are not considered in these experiments as the full complexity of reef platform roughness is difficult to capture in a laboratory model. However, a layer of the fine sand was glued onto the marine ply to reduce the smoothness of the plywood surface. The morphology of the gravel island was replicated in the flume using a template based on island field surveys. The island was formed out of fine sand (median = 1.5 φ; 0.35 mm), which geometrically scaled to an equivalent grain size of 17.5 mm, comparable to medium gravel sediment found on Fatato. Perfect similitude between model and prototype is impossible, therefore the scale relationships were carefully chosen to make sure the most important parameters were kept in similitude (Dean and Dalrymple, 2004). Using 0.35 mm sediment, the corresponding Shields and Rouse numbers scaled between 1:2.06 and 1:2.36 respectively.

Waves simulated during all experiments were produced by an absorbing piston paddle. All wave conditions were irregular and generated using a JONSWAP wave steering signal based on hindcast wave conditions offshore of Fatato generated from WaveWatch III modelling (Hemer et al., 2013) with atmospheric forcing provided by CFSR (Tolman, 2009). Only waves approaching between 60° and 210° were taken into consideration when extracting wave parameters for Fatato Island. Reef platform water levels were recorded using 15 capacitance wire wave probes at a frequency of 32 Hz.

Experimental programme

To ensure the physical model simulated wave processes across the reef platform hydrodynamic verification tests were conducted (see Tuck et al., 2018), which found
close correspondence between simulated and observed wave conditions at Fatato Island (Beetham et al., 2015).

Island morphological response to changing incident waves and SLR was examined in six experimental runs (DRI Table 1). At the beginning of each experiment (Exp 1.1 and Exp 2.1) the scaled island was constructed on the reef platform using the template. Experimental runs were undertaken to simulate current spring high tide level, and SLR at prototype scale of 0.5 m and 1.0 m. Water level was increased in the flume at 10 mm increments every 90 minutes to achieve sea level increases of 0.5 m and 1.0 m above high tide, respectively (DRI Table 1). Island morphology was measured along the central profile using a laser beam profiler at 0.05 m horizontal increments. Surveys were captured before and after each experiment and at 30-minute intervals during each test. Island volume of a 30 m section of the island encompassing the transect, as well as island width, crest height, crest lagoon movement and centre of mass were examined for each profile to assess characteristics of morphological change. Morphodynamic tests were conducted to examine the repeatability of the results and validity of the model simulations (DRI Appendix 2).

RESULTS

Flume experiments all showed physical changes in island structure, including both vertical adjustments that influence island topography and planform movement that governs island position on reef surfaces (Table 1). Vertical increases in the ocean ridge were observed in all experiments. Under SLR of 0.5 m, the ocean ridge exhibited a 0.47 m and 0.31 m increase in elevation under the 3 m and 4 m wave conditions, respectively (Fig. 2). Maximum increases in ridge elevation occurred under the 1.0 m SLR experiment,
increasing to 0.68 m and 1.13 m for the 3.0 m and 4.0 m wave conditions, respectively (Fig. 2).

Significantly, while the absolute ridge level increased, the rate of change in elevation of the island ridge lagged sea-level change, resulting in temporary reduction of the island ridge above water level (Fig. 2A, B). However, as shown in the extended experimental run, the island ridge was able to regain its relative elevation with respect to water level (Fig. 2F, G). Ultimately, the magnitude of increase in crest elevation was of a similar magnitude to sea-level change, suggesting sea level as it influences wave runup processes as an important controlling factor on island elevation.

Lagoonward translation of the island shoreline was also evident in each experiment. Shoreline displacement ranged from 5.25 m under 0.5 m SLR and the 3 m wave condition, to 43.5 m under the 1.0 m SLR and 4.0 m wave condition (extended run, Fig. 2). Changes in crest elevation and lateral displacement of the island margin resulted in modifications to secondary aspects of island configuration with respect to water level (Fig. 2). First, while physical adjustments allow the island to conserve the sediment volume at 189 m$^3$ and 185 m$^3$ when exposed to the 3 m and 4 m wave conditions, the island volume above water level decreased with SLR by 55% and 54%, respectively. However, island volume was able to recover 17.5% in the extended experimental run (Exp 2.3x). Second, there was an 11.3 % decrease in mean island elevation above sea level, despite absolute crest level increasing (Fig. 2I). Third, the centre of mass of the island migrated landward and upward (Fig. 2A, F). Fourth, island width decreased in each experimental run reducing by 14.9 and 23.7 m when exposed to 3 m and 4 m wave conditions, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**
The collective mode of geomorphic response in experiments was physical rollover of the island, whereby the island moved upward through sediment transfer to the island surface and the shoreline migrated away from the reef edge. Such a rollover response has previously been reported in sand barrier systems (Kraft et al., 1987; Orford et al., 1991). The mechanism driving the rollover response is wave overtopping and overwash processes; overtopping processes mobilise shoreline sediments and transport them to the island crest governing ridge accretion. Whereas, overwash processes transport sediment landward on to the island surface forcing lateral shoreline displacement by eroding the crest and depositing washover sheets that facilitate broader island aggradation (Matias et al., 2012). The proportion of island surface that directly responds to individual washover events is controlled by both sea level and wave energetics. Notably, under the lowest energy wave conditions and SLR scenarios overtopping events that drive crest accretion dominate, while overwash events are limited to higher water levels resulting in partial rollover and narrowing of the island (Fig. 2A). In contrast, under higher wave and SLR conditions, complete washover processes initially dominate, driving entire island rollover. Consequently, as the island migrates lagoonward wave energy dissipation increases across the reef flat, and overtopping processes begin to dominate resulting in an increase in crest elevation (Fig. 2F).

Our results present the first experimental evidence that reef island surfaces and, in particular, island oceanward crests are able to accrete vertically in response to rising sea levels, confirming earlier geometric modelling attempts (Kench and Cowell, 2001) and similar to the response of gravel barriers to SLR (Kraft et al., 1987; Orford et. al., 1991). These results, combined with previous studies of the island planform changes underscore the three-dimensional morphological dynamics of islands and suggest that many islands
may remain on reef surfaces over the coming century. Significantly, as islands migrate and change position on reef surfaces (Kench et al., 2018), overtopping and overwash processes provide a physical mechanism for vertical island building that affords islands the potential to keep pace with sea level and offset future flood events. Results also suggest that the rate and magnitude of island building will be spatially variable dependent on site specific differences in the rate of sea-level change and whether SLR is uniform or, as is most likely, episodic, which would allow for island ridge recovery through overtopping processes.

Confirmation of the modelling results can be found in detailed field observations of island building through overwash sedimentation, as observed in this study, in response to high energy episodic events (Etienne and Terry, 2012), long period swell events (Smithers and Hoeke, 2014) and tsunami (Kench et al., 2006). In Fiji, Tropical Cyclone Tomas deposited coral boulders as well as gravel sheets up to 0.55 m thick along Taveuni Island shoreline (Etienne and Terry, 2012). Further evidence of constructional and accretionary impacts from long period swell events have been observed in Takuu Atoll where storm generated washover processes deposited a 0.05 – 0.22 m thick sand sheet over Nukutoa Island, increasing average island elevation above water level by 10% (Smithers and Hoeke, 2014). Similar sand sheet deposits and resultant vertical island building have been observed as a result of tsunami events (Kench et al., 2006). For example, in the Maldives sand sheets up to 0.3 m thick were documented on islands in South Maalhosmadulu atoll, in response to the December 2004 tsunami.

The results do not represent site specific morphologic predictions but rather highlight likely modes and styles of geomorphological response of reef islands to changing water level and wave conditions. As such, the implications of this work must be considered in
context that observed morphological responses are expected to reflect more extreme morphological outcomes in comparison to field settings where a number of factors could potentially offset morphological change. First, our model scenarios represent instantaneous 0.5 m shifts in sea level, when in reality such changes would be gradual, limiting the sharp increases in wave height at the shoreline, and punctuated by periods of sea-level fall and stability allowing increased response time, similar to experimental run 2.3. Second, the physical model tests do not account for the effect of reef-derived sediment supply, which may offset both the rate of lateral migration and reduction in subaerial island volume and width (Perry et al., 2011). Third, experiments did not allow reef growth response, or account for the spatial variation of reef platform rugosity, which may mitigate changes in wave energy at island shorelines (Beetham et al., 2017). Fourth, the physical experiments subjected the island to persistent extreme and destructive waves operating at high tide. Finally, the island morphology and hydrodynamics closely match those of Fatato. However, the island was constructed using homogenous sediment, rather than trying to faithfully replicate the complex stratigraphy of Fatato, and devoid of the binding and frictional effects of vegetation, which may alter the island response.

Our findings have profound implications for understanding the physical vulnerability of reef islands to future environmental change. Results challenge existing simplistic analyses of future island flooding that assume that islands are geomorphically inert and will be inundated with rising seas and wave-driven flooding. While such assumptions may be appropriate in the small number of islands where shorelines have been armoured, our data shows this assumption fails on the majority of islands where wave-shoreline interactions are unmodified. In these latter settings, islands can maintain their relative
freeboard and migrate on reef platforms, thus providing a physical platform for island communities (Kench et al., 2018).

Recognition that islands move on their reef platforms and have the potential to accrete at the same pace as SLR provide new insights for evaluating the susceptibility of islands to wave-driven flooding. First, all experiments showed an increase in the level of the seaward island ridge which is expected to offset future increase in flood inundation, projected under static island topography scenarios. Second, the rate of sea-level change is critical for the ability of the island crest to keep pace with SLR. The step-change in sea level of 0.5 m in experiments caused vertical accretion of the crest to lag sea-level change, due to the time dependency of individual overtopping events to deposit washover sheets on the island surface. This lag created a temporal window in which island freeboard above water level decreases and temporarily exposed the island to increased flooding. These insights highlight an urgent need to incorporate island morphological dynamics into reassessments of future wave-driven flood risk projections for reef islands.
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Figure 1. Surveyed cross-section of Fatato (A), longitudinal schematic of scale physical model in flume (B), and oblique photo of flume looking toward island beach (C).

Figure 2. Results of flume experiments of a 0.5 m and 1.0 m SLR (sea level rise) under 3 m (A) and 4.0m wave conditions (F). Changes in island crest level (B,G), island volume (C,H), mean island height (D,I) and island width (E,J) across the simulations is presented. Note the lag between sea level and crest level in the extended experimental run (G).

Table 1. Vertical change in crest height and horizontal oceanward and lagoonward shoreline change as a result of each physical modelling test. Results are given at prototype scale.
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